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A Synopsis of Combinatorial Integral Geometry 
R. V. AMBARTZUMIAN 
Institute of Mathematics, Armenian Academy of Sciences, USSR* 
The objective of this paper is to present some basic facts of the Combinatorial 
Integral Geometry as well as some new results. This branch of the Integral 
Geometry has grown form the solution [I] of the classical B&on-Sylvester 
problem originally posed by Sylvester [2] for lines in the Euclidean plane and 
the invariant measure p in the space of lines. In a convenient reformulation we 
seek a representation of the values of ~1 on sets of lines separating in a given way 
a finite collection of points {Pi} C R2, in the form of linear combinations with 
integer coefficients of the distances 1 PiPj (. In the pioneering paper of J. J. 
Sylvester [2] these linear combinations have been termed “Diophantine linear 
functions.” 
It was discovered later [3,4] that the coefficients of the “Diophantine linear 
functions” which solve this classical version of the Btion-Sylvester problem 
persist if the invariant measure in its formulation is replaced by a rather arbitrary 
one and if the lines on R2 are replaced by geodesic lines on discoidal surfaces 
(defined in I). In other words, the Euclidean incidence structure in the plane is 
not at all significant. Hyperplanes in Iin are yet another direction of extension [q. 
An important aspect of this theory consists in its connection with construction 
of measures in the space of hyperplanes [3, 7, 81. 
This paper contains also some results which have not been published pre- 
viously. We mention one referring to the construction of measures in the space G 
of geodesic lines on appropriate smooth two-dimensional manifolds. Here we 
state some sufficient conditions on a functionF(v) defined on the space of geodesic 
segments v on the surface which yield the existence of a measure mF on G 
characterized by the property 
s %(g) m&) = F(v) G (1) 
q(g) = card g n v, g E G 
Further we give some conditions which permit the extension of Sylvester’s 
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“Diophantine linear function” principle to the space G of geodesic lines, a result 
referring to the global properties of the surface. The paper concludes with a 
discussion of a possible classification of random curves based on results of the 
combinatorial integral geometry presented below. 
I. BASIC COMBINATORIAL INTEGRAL GEOMETRY 
We start with formulation of the main combinatorial theorem referring to 
hyperplanes in even-dimensional Euclidean spaces R2d. 
Denote by Hd the space of hyperplanes in Rd. Let a finite set {P,}:, of points in 
Rd be given in general position. This set generates an equivalence relation in Hd: 
h, , h, E Hd are said to be equivalent i f f  (a) both h, and h, do not pass through 
any of the Pi; (b) there are two halfspaces, A, and A, say, bounded by h, and h, 
respectively such that 
in other words, h, and h, produce the same separation of the set {Pi}:. 
The bounded sets of equivalent hyperplanes are called atoms. For atoms we 
will use the notation 01~. There is exactly one unbounded set of equivalent 
hyperplanes, namely that which corresponds to the separation 4, (Pi};. The 
number of atoms is well known to be [9] 
(” ; l) + (” ; ‘) + ... + (” ; ‘) 
In case d is even, the above obviously equals 
(2 + (3 + ... + (3 
i.e., the number of odd-dimensional simplices oQ which have for their vertices 
points from {P,}:. We use the notation [CT,] for the set of hyperplanes which 
intersect the simplex ol, but do not contain any of the vertices of op . Obviously 
every [u,] can be represented as a union 
[%I = u Oik * (1.1) 
Since the atoms are disjoint, for every bundleless measure m on Hd we have 
m([“,l) = c 8,km(cuk) 
where 6,, = 1 or 0 depending on the presence of o[~ in the decomposition (1 .l). 
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By definition every bundleless measure ascribes zero to all bundles [PI, where [P] 
is the bundle of hyperplanes passing through P E Rd. 
It follows from the above remark, that for even values of d, the matrix jj a,,, 11 is 
square. 
THEOREM 1. Let {Pi>: C RSd be in general position. The matrix 11 S,, 11 possesses 
an inwerse, 11 Ck, jl = 11 aok 11-l. Equivalently, f or evffy bundleless locally-jinite 
measure m on Hzd 
where the coejicients C,, are determined uniquely and do not depend on the choice of 
measure m. 
The proof of the above theorem has been obtained by the author using 
induction on the dimensionality 2d of the space. For d = 1 the assertion is in 
essence a direct generalization of the celebrated Crofton theorem on seilelinien 
UOI. 
The passage from the result for R2d to that for R2d+2 requires two integrations. 
The first leads to an intermediate expression for measures of atoms in H2d+l . 
The nature of the latter expression is however entirely diffrent from (1.2). The 
details of this procedure are made clear in the forthcoming book [ 111. A different 
proof has been suggested by A. Baddeley [8]. 
Theorem I permits the following elegant interpretation suggested for the 
case d = 1 by Baddeley [ 121. 
The natural topology in Hd is that of the d-dimensional elliptical space Ed 
with one point deleted, Ed - 0 for short. The map Hd -+ Ed - 0 can be con- 
structed in such a way that the bundles happen to have the geodesic hyperplanes 
for their images. The atoms are mapped onto polyhedronal cells into which Ed 
is decomposed by the images of [Pi] - s. 
In the special case where the image of m coincides with the Lebesque measure 
on Ed , the right hand side of (1.3) re d uces to the classical Gauss-Bonnet formula 
written for the corresponding cell. The coefficients C,, do not depend on the 
measure m( ); this reflects the fact that the Gauss-Bonnet formula itself has a 
combinatorial genesis. To illustrate this statement in the simplest case, consider 
the classical Euler spherical excess formula for the area II T II of a spherical triangle 
TC E,: 
II ?- II = a + B2 + B2 - %- (See Fig. 1) (1.3) 
This can be obtained by integrating the equation for the indicator functions 
L = HZb, + JJ2 + baa - 1) (1.4) 
with respect to the Lebesque measure on E,; b, , 6, , 6, are the biangular sets, 
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FIG. 1. 7 is the shaded triangle, pi are the angles of 7. bi is the biangle having ,!I1 for 
its opening, b, is bounded by [PJ and [PJ, k, p # i. 
each bi is bounded by a pair of geodesics passing through a vertex of r, int T = 
ni=1,2,3 int 6,;. Obviously (1.4) is based on the properties of decomposition of E, 
as seen from Fig. 1. I f  r does not contain 0 then 7 corresponds to the set of lines 
separating a PI E R2 from some two other points Pz and P3 on the plane. In 
this case exactly one of the b, - s is unbounded (on Fig. 1 it is b, which 
“contains” the point 0). Remarkably (1.4) can not be integrated with respect to 
the renowned invariant measure p on H, since p(H,) = co. However the 
following equivalent version of (1.4) 
1, = $(lb, + Ibb, - Ibc) where be is the complement of b, 
can be integrated with respect to ,u. This yields 
4’) = IPIP + IPIPSI - IP,P,/, (1.5) 
where 1 1 is the Euclidean distance. We have used here the fact that a bounded 
biangle corresponds to a set of lines separating a pair of points on R2. We see, 
that Euler’s formula (1.3) and the usual triangle inequality (1.5) possess common 
combinatorial background namely, the properties of the cell complex as shown 
in Fig. 1. 
Of many different applications of Theorem 1 (see reference [ 111) we mention 
now one connected with the question of construction of measures in Hd . 
Essentially (up to a finite number of bundles) the class of subsets (B C Hd : B 
is an atom for some {Pi} C Rd} is a semiring in Hd . Therefore Theorem 1 
implies, according to the standard theorem on continuation of measures, that 
the values of any locally-finite bundleless measure m on the sets [cr] define the 
measure m on Hzd uniquely. A natural problem arises in this connection: namely 
to describe the class of functions F defined on odd-dimensional simplices in Rzd 
which are generated by locally-finite bundleless measures m( ) in Hzd according 
to the formula F(o) = m([a]). 
For the case of R2 the answer was obtained in reference [3]. The necessary and 
sufficient condition is that F(a), a function defined on line segments in R2, 
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be a linearly additive continuous pseudometric. Results for general Rza have been 
recently obtained by A. Baddeley in Ref. [8]. 
The above result on pseudometrics can in fact be extended (with slight 
modifications) to spaces of lines in some noneuclidean planes. Sufficient con- 
ditions for this have been mentioned by R. Alexander [7], these conditions also 
guarantee the validity of Theorem 1 (case d = 1). We recapitulate these con- 
ditions: 
(1) the points of the plane carry a topology making the plane homeo- 
morphic to the Euclidean plane; 
(2) the lines are certain point sets which are homeomorphic to Euclidean 
lines in the relative topology; 
(3) two distinct points lie on precisely one line; 
(4) each line separates the plane into two distinct nonempty open convex 
sets. 
In the author’s earlier papers [5, 31 this same extension was pointed out in 
the context of geodesic lines on manifolds which we now call discoids. 
Let D be a sufficiently smooth two-dimensional manifold, where [D] is the set 
of geodesic lines on D. D is said to be a discoid if (D, [D]) is a plane (in Hilber’s 
axiom scheme) satisfying the above conditions l-4. [D] then receives the 
E, - 0 topology. 
Because of its importance for the next section, we formulate the discoid 
version of the result of reference [3] as a separate theorem. 
A function F(P, , Pz) defined on D x D where D is a discoid will be called 
geodesically-additive continuous pseudometric (GACPM) on D if F is a sym- 
metric continuous function satisfying F(P, , Pa) = F(P, , PJ + F(P, , P8) if 
PI, Pz , P3 lie on a geodesic, Pz between PI and PSI and for any PI , Pz , P3 E D 
F(P, , pa) < F(P, 9 pa) + V’a , pd. 
THEOREM 2. Let F be a GACPM on a discoid D. Then there exists a unique 
bundleless, locally-finite measure m( ) on [D] such that F(P, , PJ = &m([PI , P,]), 
[PI , P,] is the set of geodesics separating PI from P, . 
Also, in the next section we will need the following “Diophantine linear 
function” result referring to measures in product spaces [D]’ = [D] x ... x [D] 
and sets from product algebras artPi} = a{P,} ... a{P,}: By definition, the algebra 
a{P,} is the algebra of subsets of [D] generated by the atoms ak . The ctk - s are 
subsets of [D] depending on a finite set (Pi} C D their definition is the same as 
in the case of R2, mutatis mutandis. Denote by Q,{P,} the class of subsets of 
[D]’ of the type [Pi,, Pi,1 x ... x [D] x 1.. x [Pi,, P,J (the number of 
encounters of [D] in a sequence may be from zero to Y  mcluslve). Call a measure 
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m on [D]” bundleless if m({(g, ,..., gr) E [D]‘: gi belongs to [P] for some i>) = 0 
for every P E D. 
THEOREM 3. Let D be a discoid, {P,} C D, m be a $nite bundleless measure on 
[D]. For every A E ar{P,} the following decomposition is valid 
m(A) = c C,(A) MB,) 
s 
(1.6) 
where each B, E @,{Pi}, the coefficients C,(A) do not depend on the measure m. 
We note, that this theorem is the key to the construction of a combinatorial 
theory of random polygons [4]. It follows from the discoid version of Theorem 1 
(d = l), that in the case of bounded A, the coefficients C,(A) are nonzero only 
for B, which have no [D] in their product representation; in this case the asser- 
tion is true with respect to locally-finite measures. 
Remark. Theorem 3 remains valid if the measure m is taken to be of a-type, 
i.e. m(B) = S,(B) = 1 if go B and 0 otherwise, provided no element of the 
sequence g = (g, ,..., gr) passes through a Pi from the collection defining the 
algebra. 
II. INTEGRAL GEOMETRY OF GEODESICS ON Z-MANIFOLDS 
The work on integral geometry of geodesic lines on surfaces has been started 
by W. Blaschke [13]. L. Santalo [14] h as f  ormulated some necessary conditions 
which ensure the existence of a measure m( ) in the space G of geodesic lines 
g E G on a surface such that 
s 49 443 = 2 . I v I G 
where 1 v  / is the geodesic length of a geodesic path V. 
Our general framework is essentially the same as proposed in Santalo’s paper 
[14] where the reader is referred for details. Actually we consider two-dimen- 
sional manifolds M where geodesic lines are defined which can be continued 
infinitely. We make two basic assumptions S.l and S.2 which are somewhat 
modified versions of Santalo’s assumptions [14]. 
S.1 The manifold M can be covered by a finite number of discoids Di: 
S.2 Each geodesic line visits any discoid D C M only a finite number of 
times. 
In other words, S.2 says that each geodesic line produces on every discoid D 
only a finite number of chords. 
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The above are our assumptions for this section, they are tacitly assumed in 
the formulation of Theorems 4 and 5. 
Let G be the set of geodesic lines on a manifold M, g E G. Under our assump- 
tions the geodesic lines are closed subsets of il4. This makes it possible to con- 
sider on G the topology induced by the usual topology in the space of closed 
subsets of M (see for example reference [lq). 
Let 99c be the corresponding Bore1 o-algebra in G. It is possible to show that 
all subsets of G to be considered below are measurable, i.e. belong to .9?o . 
A function F(v) defined one the set of all geodesic paths v  C M will be called 
locally GACPM if on every discoid D C M,F(v) is a GACPM. 
Denote by [P] the bundle of geodesic lines passing through P E M. 
THEOREM 4. Let F be a locally GACPM de$ned on geodesic paths of M. 
There exists a unique measure mF on G such that (I) is satisfied. The measure mF is 
locally-jinite and bundleless. Conversely, every such measure m on G d&n-es through 
(I) an F which is a locally GACPM. 
We shall omit details and only present a sketch 01 the proof. Fix a finite 
collection of discoids Di , M = u Di . Use the notation K for sequences of 
integers K = (... K-s, k-i , &, , Ki , k, ..e). To every g E G, we put into corre- 
spondence a h = h(g) (a discoidogram) in the following manner: Choose P,, E g; 
P,, possibly belongs to several discords of the collection Di . Let K, be the index 
number of one of those discoids. 
Move PO along g in one of the two possible directions. We then have the two 
alternatives: either P,, never leaves DkO or it leaves D,.. as it reaches a point 
PI E ao, . In the former case, the discoidogram does not extend to the right 
from K,, . In the latter case R, is chosen to be the index of one of the discoids Di , 
covering the point PI . We continue this procedure and obtain the values of 
K, , k, etc. For the values K-, , K-a ,... we start at P,, but move along g in the 
opposite direction. Because of the assumption S. 1, we have only two possibilities: 
either the discoidogram happens to be periodic (this happens when g is a closed 
curve) or it is finite on both sides. Let GE C G be the set of geodesic lines, which 
can be mapped into b by this procedure (because of possible nonuniqueness 
the sets GE may have nonempty intersections). 
We now construct mF on every nonempty Gk . We will use the notation xi for 
a geodesic chord of a discoid Di , [Di] will denote the space of all xi - S; 
m, is the measure on [DJ supplied by Theorem 2. 
Lt {(xkl ,..., xkP) ( g} stand for the set of sequence of chords xk, C Dk, which 
are subject to the restriction that all ,vr - s lie on geodesic line g E G and the 
intersection xr,-, n xk, # 0 is a chord of D, n D, . Let us consider the case 
in which K is a finite sequence (the periodic?ase rniy be done similarly). Let 
K = (h, ,..., k,). By construction DkI n Dkg # IZI . We also assume that Dkl iZ Dkl 
(the contrary case is treated similarly). Clearly {(xkl , XJ 1 g} is nonempty. The 
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important step is to observe that mDrl and rn+ agree on X1 and X,: X,(X,) is 
defined as the set of chords of Dkl(Dk,) which have continuations in D,,(D,J. 
To prove this, consider the set X1, of chords of the discoid Dkl n Dk, which 
join t3Dkl with aDkz . 
FIGURE 2 
Taking continuations along the geodesic lines, X1, is mapped in a one-to-one 
manner both onto X, and onto X, (Fig. 2). Due to the uniqueness assertion of 
Theorem 2, the restriction of rnDkl,. and of ki to Xi, has the restrictions of m, Icl 
rnDkz on Xi and Xa respectively for its images under the mappings X1, --f Xi and 
X,, -+ X,. Because the sets Xi,, X, , X, and ((xkl, x+J / g) for our purposes can 
be considered as identical, we express the above by saying that m, and m, agree 
on Uxk, 1 xk,) I g>. Since mDk2 and mD agree on {(xkz , xkg) / g}“it follo2 that 
mDkl ) mDk2, and “D E? agree on {(x~, , xTz, xkl) 1 g}. After a finite number of such 
steps we find that the restrictions of the measures m Dkl ?-! mDki to the set 
((xkl ,..., xKp) 1 g} coincide. The latter set being identical with Gk we define 
mF’(B) for B C GE as 
mF)(B) = mDk,(B) = ... = mDkp(B) 
Using similar arguments one can prove that m$’ and rn$z) always coincide 
(agree) on GL, n GE . 2 Hence we have the existence of a measure mF on G such 
that mF = rngj on every G1 . It is easy to prove that the measure mF does not 
depend on the choice of the system of the covering discoide Di; this guarantees 
the uniqueness. The measure mF is bundleless because each m,. is bundleless. 
To prove (I) it will suffice (by additivity) to consider the case in which v  belongs 
to a discoid, say to D, C M. With [v] standing for the set of chords of D, which 
intersect V, we have from Theorem 3 
F(v) = imDl([vl) = % F mDl([uh). 
Here [v]~ C [v] denotes the set of chords of D, which produce if continued the 
discoidogram k and belong to [v]; we may (and do) assume here that [v]~, n 
[v]~, = D if Ki # R, . 
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It is enough to verify that for fixed k 
For an element g E GE consider the corresponding sequence (xK1 , xkeB ,..., xkP) 1 g. 
Let Yr , Y, ,... be the cohection of chords of 4 produced by g. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that each Yi = xK, for some j. By consistency principle 
as described above, the measure on each {Y,: i is fixed} induced by mF coincides 
with the restriction of mDl to the same set. Hence 
mDl( [v]r) = 1 m&v] n { Yi : i is fixed}) 
1 
The local-compactness property of mF follows from the correponding assertion 
of Theorem 2. 
Let us consider two corollaries of Theorem 4. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose on M there is a discoid D visited (at least once) by 
every g E G. Then the values of any F(v) which is locally GACPM are uniquely 
defined by the values of F on the set { v : v C D}. In other words, F is uniquely continued 
from {v : v C D} to the set of all geodesic paths on M the continuation being carried 
out by the formula (I). 
In particular, if M is chosen to be a sphere we get the following result: every F 
which is locally GACPM on a sphere has to be symmetrical, i.e. necessarily F(v) = 
F(v*) where v* is diametrically opposite of v. 
Given an F which is locally a GACPM on M, we can define a measure pzF 
on gM, the class of Bore1 subsets of M in the following way. 
Fix a collection of discoids {Di}, (J Di = M. On each Dim, induces the 
measure m,, . Map the pair (Xi, Xi) of chords of Di into the (unique) point 
of their intersection (if the latter exists) 
(Xi > xl) - p = xi n x; 
By definition, pg’ is the image of the measure mD, x me, with respect to this 
map. It is clear that the measures ~2’ and p;’ agree on Di n Di; this is tanta- 
mount to defining a measure pF in M, the latter coincides with pr’ on each Di . 
From this construction we deduce easily 
COROLLARY 2. For every B E gM 
CLFW = 
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where n,(g, , gJ is the number of intersections of g, with g, ,falling inside B. In 
particular we have 
where n,, = max n,,.,(gi , ga). (1.7) 
Note that in case F is a geodesic metric on M, both measures mF and pF have 
been introduced by Santalo [14]. In this case pF coincides with the area measure 
on M. 
We have seen that the main weight of the proof of Theorem 4 lies in repeated 
application of Theorem 2. This suggests the question: what else combinatorial 
integral geometry has to say about measures in the space of geodesic lines on 
2-manifolds. The Theorem 5 below indicates a class of manifolds for which a 
version of Sylvester’s “Diophantine linear function” principle is valid. This 
class is defined by replacing S.l and S.2 by their stronger versions, the sS.1 and 
ss.2. 
sS.1 M is compact with no boundary. 
sS.2 The number of times each discoid D C M is visited by a geodesic 
line g does not exceed some n, < co, where n,, does not depend on g or D. 
Consider sets in G defined as follows: 
= {g E G : q(g) = k}, 
and by H denote the class of their finite intersections. An element A E H is said 
to be of order not exceeding SO if A can be represented as A = ni=, {:;I with 
s < so. 
THEOREM 5. Let M be a 2-manifold satisfying sS. 1 and sS.2. Let m be a finite 
bundleless measure on G. Then there exists a number SO such that for ewry A E H 
the representation 
m(A) = C cim(Bi) 
is valid with the order of each Bi not exceeding S, . The coeficients ci do not depend 
on the choice of the measure m. 
Sketch of the proof. Under our assumptions we can and do choose each 
discoid Di in the finite collection stipulated by S, to be a geodesic triangle. Let 
us start with the case in which the collection of geodesic paths related to A E H 
lies completely within a Di . In this case we write A E Hi . 
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Obviously 
(1.9) 
where {,“*} denotes the set of geodesic lines visiting Di exactly p times. Consider 
the map {p} --+ [D$ which sends g E {p(} to a p-sequence R of chords of Dj 
produced by g. Let B, be the image of A n {,“d} under this map. Obviously 
B, E a~{Pr} where the collection {Z’r} is the set of endpoints of needles associated 
with A. According to the remark after Theorem 3 we have using indicators 
444 +,)(d = %@o) ++g) = +)(g) c c&/%) (1.10) 
P P P 
The order of each /I8 is less than p < rz,, . For our special choice of A and almost 
all a-measures on G the assertion of Theorem 5 follows from (1. lo), the indicator 
versions of (1.9), and 
where a, , a2 , as are the sides of the triangle D, . 
From this directly follows our theorem for every A* of the form A* = 
nyzl Ai where each Ai E Hi , m, < co. 
To pass to general measures here it is enough to integrate the corresponding 
decomposition for A with respect to a measure m. 
The passage to general A E H is achieved by observation that for every 
geodesic path v C M 
t;l = u [n I;:11 
(true up to a finite number of bundles). Here vi - s are the open parts into which 
v is decomposed by the boundaries of D, - s. The number of components under 
the intersection sign is bounded. For each set (L:} its S-measure can be repre- 
sented as a limit 6,({$}) = lim S,({i;}) (valid for almost all g - S) where it is 
assumed, that the closure of each path i; lies within a D, . Hence for every A E H 
and almost all g - s we have 
6,(A) = lim c S,(&!) 
where each AZ = n A,, Ai E Hi , the number of sets under intersection is 
bounded. 
From this follows the desired decomposition for almost all a-measures and 
then, by integration, the full assertion of Theorem 5. 
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Let us look at some particular manifolds for which Theorem 5 is applicable. 
Start with the usual unit sphere S2 where the great circles are the geodesic lines. 
According to the solution of the problem given in reference [6j on the sphere 
the equation (1.8) is valid with the order of each B, not exceeding 1. Remarkably, 
a formal application of the method of the proof of Theorem 5 here will yield a 
weaker result. A great circle divides S2 into two discoids (open hemispheres), 
each of them is visited once by every g E G. Therefore, formal reasoning in the 
style of the above mentioned proof will yield SO = 2. This means that the 
estimate of SO provided by the proof of Theorem 5 can be rather crude. This 
conclusion applies even to a greater extent in the case of manifolds which we call 
either spherical or Riemann cabbages. 
Take II unit spheres S12,..., Sn2. Make a cut along a great semicircle on each SC2 
and sew the edges of the cuts as shown on Figure 3. The resulting manifold is the 
spherical cabbage C,, . 
FIG. 3. Edges carrying the same numbers are sewn together. On a pair of edges 
which are sewn, we identify the points which coincide after proper parallel shifting of 
the spheres. 
Imagine that on Fig. 3 the Sn2 is replaced by a half-sphere shown on Fig. 4. 
After sewing as described in the legend to Fig. 3 the edges 2 with 2’, 3 with 3’ 
and so on, the edges 1 and 1’ will remain free. We can (and do) sew them by 
identifying diametrically opposite points (we may think that Fig. 4 is shifted 
parallelly to coincide with the upper hemisphere of S12 on Fig. 3). In this way the 
manifold C,,,, , a Riemann cabbage, is defined. It can be shown that for all 
C, - s the equation (1.8) is valid with order of each B, not exceeding 1, whereas 
the method of reasoning used in the proof of Theorem 5 would yield SO = m. 
The cabbages (both spherical and Rieman) are interesting from one more point 
of view. 
1' 0 /*--------- / -\ 
FIGURE 4 
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By construction, each of the m open hemispheres into which C, can be 
decomposed, is visited once by every1 g E G. Therefore every pair of geodesic 
lines on C,,, has exactly m points of intersections, i.e. nc (gi , ge) = m. This 
means, that on C, - s the inequality (I .7) turns into equal&. 
The problem of finding a manifold M for which &M) is maximal when 
m,(G) is fixed can be considered as a kind of a generalized isoperimetric problem 
(it is clear that m,(G) can be considered as an analog of the perimeter length). 
On the example of C, - s we see that without additional restrictions this 
problem has no solution; in fact ,+(M) is unbounded. The additional require- 
ment that no pair of geodesics intersects in more than m points remedies the 
situation: the C, cabbage happens to be an extremal manifold for all possible 
F - s (including the geodesic metric). 
This solution is by no means unique. For example, 2011 [16] describes some 
surfaces Sa C RS, which can be obtained by geodesicpreserving homeomorphisms 
from 9. Therefore each s2 is also a solution of our generalized isoperimetric 
problem with the restriction h,(g, , ga) < 2. Repeating the Figs. 3, 4 construc- 
tion with sz it is possible to obtain new solutions of the same problem with the 
restriction n,(gi , ga) Q 112. 
III. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A theory analogous to that of Section II could be developed for any family of 
curves on a manifold M provided these curves locally satisfy the axioms l-4. We 
have chosen the geodesic lines mainly because they are of traditional interest in 
Integral Geometry; also it is well known that in the case of smooth manifolds 
every point P E M has a neighborhood which is a discoid. 
An obvious way to produce families of curves possessing Diophantine decom- 
positions of the type (1.8) is to construct homeomorphisms of M and to take the 
images of the goedesic lines. Yet there is also another approach suggested by the 
theory of Section I. Namely, we can consider 2-dimensional manifolds (surfaces) 
M in R2n and take their intersections with hyperplanes in the same space. Let us 
briefly describe how Theorem 1 yields a (1.8)-type result for traces of hyperplanes 
on ME Ran. 
Denote by t(h) the intersection t(h) = h n M. Normally t(h) is one-dimen- 
sional (a curve). For every two points PI , Pz E M the notion of separation by 
t(h) is defined: PI and P, are separated by t(h) if they are separated by h. 
Therefore, for every set of Theorem 1 corresponds its counterparts in the 
space of trajectories t(h). Moreover, Theorem 1 itself receives obvious reinterpre- 
tation as an (1.8)-type assertion referring to the space of trajectories t(h). 
1 Except for geodesics which end at branch points. 
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A classification of curves on 2-manifolds may be based upon the preceding 
observation. 
Let M be a 2-manifold, and T be a family of curves on M. Assume that each 
t E T defines a separation of M in two parts, Ml and M2, t = aM, n aM, . 
Given a finite set of points (PJ C M the atoms elk as well as the sets [oJ are 
defined in a natural way as subsets of T. We say that T is of combinatorial order 
not exceeding S, if for any {Pi} C M any atom 0~~ and any bundleless measure m 
on T we have the decomposition 
where the number of points in each (si does not exceed 2s. 
This concept may be of interest in the probability context where the above can 
be naturally reformulated to yield a definition of a random curve of finite com- 
binatorial order. For higher combinatorial orders the behavior of such random 
curves becomes less “predictable” and vice versa. The properties of such random 
curves remain completely unexplored. 
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